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ABSTRACT 
 
Einojuhani Rauatavaara (b	  Helsinki,	  9	  Oct	  1928)	  is Finland’s preeminent contemporary 
composer, known internationally for both his symphonic and choral music.  His Vigilia	  was	  commissioned	  by	  the	  Helsinki	  Festival	  and	  the	  Orthodox	  Church	  of	  Finland	  for	  the	  Uspenki	  Cathedral	  in	  Helsinki.	  	  Rautavaara	  first	  composed	  the	  work	  in	  two	  parts,	  Vespers	  (1971)	  and	  Matins	  (1972),	  later	  combining	  these	  two	  services	  into	  an	  integrated	  whole	  designed	  for	  concert	  performance.	  	  This	  dissertation	  conveys	  the	  sum	  of	  the	  author’s	  experiences	  preparing	  the	  score,	  planning	  choral	  rehearsals	  and	  conducting	  a	  live	  performance	  of	  the	  work	  recorded	  and	  broadcast	  nationally	  by	  the	  Canadian	  Broadcasting	  Corporation	  (CBC).	  	  In	  that	  respect,	  the	  lessons	  learned	  from	  personal	  conversations	  with	  Rautavaara	  himself,	  with	  Tarja	  von	  Creutlein	  who	  is	  the	  leading	  authority	  on	  this	  piece,	  and	  from	  the	  insights	  into	  pronunciation	  of	  the	  Finnish	  text	  garnered	  through	  hours	  of	  coaching	  with	  Jaakko	  Mäntyjärvi,	  a	  highly–esteemed	  choral	  composer	  and	  linguist,	  will,	  hopefully,	  allow	  choral	  conductors	  to	  gain	  an	  enhanced	  understanding	  both	  of	  the	  liturgical	  and	  historical	  contexts	  of	  this	  amazing	  work.	  	  To	  that	  end,	  the	  author	  specifically	  discusses	  those	  aspects	  of	  Rautavaara’s	  process	  that	  proved	  most	  elusive	  to	  him	  and	  his	  choir—the	  unique	  harmonic	  language	  and	  the	  lyricism	  of	  the	  Finnish	  language	  that	  inspired	  it. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Rautavaara’s Vigilia was commissioned by the Helsinki Festival and the 
Orthodox Church of Finland for the Uspenki Cathedral in Helsinki.  Rautavaara first 
composed the work in two parts, Vespers (1971) and Matins (1972), later combining 
these two services into an integrated whole designed for concert performance.  The intent 
of this document is to convey the sum of the author’s experiences preparing the score, 
planning choral rehearsals and conducting a live performance of the work recorded and 
broadcast nationally by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC).  In that respect, 
the lessons learned from personal conversations with Rautavaara himself, with Tarja von 
Creutlein who is the leading authority on this piece, and from the insights into 
pronunciation of the Finnish text garnered through hours of coaching with Jaakko 
Mäntyjärvi, a highly–esteemed choral composer and linguist, will, hopefully, allow 
choral conductors to gain an enhanced understanding both of the liturgical and historical 
contexts of this amazing work.  To that end, the author will specifically discuss those 
aspects of Rautavaara’s process that proved most elusive to him and his choir—the 
unique harmonic language and the lyricism of the Finnish language that inspired it. 
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CHAPTER 1 
RELEVANT BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 
 
Einojuhani Rauatavaara is Finland’s preeminent contemporary composer, known 
internationally for both his symphonic and choral music.  Works such as Cantus Articus 
and Symphony #7 – Angel of Light have become standard orchestral programming, while 
Lorca-sarja (Lorca Suite) has been known and performed extensively by choral 
ensembles in Europe and North America for some time.  Recently, choral works like 
Katedralen, Magnificat, and Canticum Mariae Virginis have joined the Suite as staples of 
modern choral repertory (e.g. Rautavaara was programmed in the last two National 
Collegiate Choral Organization conferences).   
Rautavaara describes himself as “‘a Romantic in the sense that a Romantic has no 
coordinates.  In time, he is in yesterday or in tomorrow, never now.  In place, he is over 
there or over yonder, never here’.  A Romantic is not stylistically at home in the moment 
that he is living in: he refers far back to Bruckner and equally far into the future.” 1  This 
statement equally well supports other common descriptions of him as mystic, dreamer or 
as a stylistically “pluralist” composer.  His life’s journey provides not only such 
biographical details as the teachers and institutions that have shaped his compositional 
style, but also the series of experiences that make him unique and difficult to categorize.  
This problem of stylistic classification is nowhere more obvious than in Vigilia, 
Rautavaara’s setting of the vespers and matins of the Finnish Orthodox divine liturgy.  
Einojuhani Rautavaara was born October 9, 1928 in Kallio, Helsinki to Eino and 
Elsa Rautavaara; his father was a well-known opera singer and cantor, his mother a 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Hako, Unien, 88. 
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physician.  Reflecting on his early childhood, Rautavaara has identified the roots of many 
compositions in the experiences of that time.  He remembers being a small lonely boy, 
who without any musical education, “painted ‘music’ on paper with water colors and put 
these on display in [his] bedroom as ‘compositions.’”2  From these early years came a 
family visit to the Orthodox monastery of Valamo on an island in Lake Lagoda.  The 
young dreamer and “painter” was greatly influenced by this visit, during which his senses 
received numerous stimuli that would unknowingly influence two important future 
compositions; Ikonit and Vigilia.  As Pekka Hako recounts in his book Unien lahja (Gift 
of Dreams), 
They took a tiny steamer from Sortavala, and Rautavaara stood in the bow 
peering out at the landscape.  There was fog on the lake, however, and the voyage 
grew dull.  The ship just chuntered on. Then something remarkable happened.  
The wind blew away the fog, the sun came out, and in front of the ship was a 
wonderful view of the islands of Valamo.  It seemed to the boy that the islands 
were full of churches with colourful onion domes.  Then the church bells began to 
ring, great bells and tiny bells, and the world was suddenly full of colour, sunlight 
and the sound of bells. 
The boy thought he had entered a fairy-tale realm, and the impact of this 
experience was to remain with him for the rest of his life.  […] The family spent a 
few days at the monastery, living in a monastic cell; the boy was fascinated by the 
monks, who walked the white corridors with black cassocks swishing.  They 
spoke a strange language, and music was all around.  Everything was mystical.3 
 
Throughout Rautavaara’s body of compositions one finds an interconnection 
between his senses and his music.  For example, the title of his double bass concerto, 
“Angel of Dusk,” came to his mind when seeing a dramatic set of contrasting cloud 
formations while travelling by plane; [t]he phrase was pregnant with mysticism and a 
compelling atmosphere […].”4  For his opera “Vincent”, based on the life of Vincent van 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Rautavaara, Einojuhani, 2. 
3 Hako, Unien, 32–33. 
4 Ibid., 55. 
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Gogh, Rautavaara used the colors of a synthesizer to depict paintings by van Gogh, with 
various tone rows as his pigments. 5  
Despite the relative peace of his first ten years of life, Rautavaara’s childhood was 
far from stable.  His father died of cancer in 1939 shortly before the beginning of the 
Russo-Finnish Winter War.  The onset of the war, led his mother, Elsa, to work in battle 
hospitals and in remote parts of Finland, replacing male counterparts called up to the 
front lines.  Since the young Eino had to accompany her, his education and musical 
training, was obviously disrupted.  Adding to the chaos, his mother’s health began to fail 
under the unrelenting stress of her work and her increasing dependence on morphine;6 
tragically, she died in 1944, leaving Eino an orphan at age sixteen.  
In a chapter entitled “The Dreams of Childhood,” Hako has described how the 
young Eino coped with the confusion surrounding him. 
His life and environment seemed so difficult that he had to escape reality. 
For a child, escape from reality can be found in dreams, night dreams and 
daydreams. Entering dreams was exciting; dreams constituted an alternate reality.  
The dreams of Einojuhani Rautavaara’s childhood and adolescence were 
[…] his first tentative efforts at building a world of his own. In this world, the 
only rules were those he himself made; no one else could interfere with them, and 
no one could criticize them.7 
 
In 1945, Rautavaara was adopted by his mother’s sister who was also a doctor; he 
moved with her to Turku when she was appointed Chair of Ophthalmology.  This turn of 
events allowed Rautavaara to attend the Turku Classical Lyceum, where he chose to 
study music.  To this point, his musical education had been limited by the turmoil of war 
(despite being born into a musical family).  At the encouragement of his mother, he had 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 Rautavaara, Einojuhani, 2. 
6 Aho, Self-portrait, 79. 
7 Hako, Unien, 11–13. 
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begrudgingly taken some piano lessons as a child, but on his arrival in Turku he was 
essentially a musical illiterate.  He had, however, discovered the world of composition 
through reading the biographies of Finnish and European composers. These revealed yet 
another opportunity for Rautavaara to escape into a world of his own creation that he 
could order and control. 
[…] the death of my mother and the move to a completely new 
environment impelled me to make important decisions… As I was a thin-skinned, 
sensitive young man who found his surroundings oppressive, I was quick to 
realize the opportunities that music presented.  Here was an entire universe to 
which I could escape, where everything would function to my liking, everything 
would be dependent on me alone and no-one could criticize the systems I chose to 
develop.  Music was the world of my own norms, a realm of my own.8 
 
Even today, Rautavaara considers composition a very private affair; a realm of his own.  
“I am highly flattered and surprised if other people gain something from [my 
compositions].  But, as immoral as it may seem, the simple fact is that I write them only 
for myself.  They are the building blocks of my own private universe.”9 
Rautavaara began serious piano studies at the age of seventeen; although it was 
beyond his technical capabilities, he was allowed to study contemporary repertoire by 
composers such as Debussy, Ravel, Hindemith, Respighi, and Bartók.  He also spent his 
summers studying music theory in Helsinki with Arvo Laitinen, a friend of his late 
father.10  By the age of 19, Rautavaara had decided that he wanted to be a composer.  Not 
convinced that this was a good or even realistic decision, his adopted mother decided to 
attain a professional opinion of Rautavaara’s potential as a composer.  She sent him to 
meet Heikki Klemetti, a renowned choral conductor, musicologist and composer, at his 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 Aho, Symphonist, 75–76. 
9 Hako, Unien, 15. 
10 Lokken, Music, 4. 
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home in Helsinki.  Little could the young boy know that this house would become his 
own in 1983, or that the Klemetti-Opiston Kamarikuoro would sing the premiere 
performance of Vigila in 1971/72.  At this meeting, Rautavaara was asked to play some 
of his piano compositions (described by Rautavaara as mostly imitations of Debussy11) 
after which Klemetti gave him a short text to set for male chorus.  Klemetti was duly 
impressed – “You do have the talent, but you must study music a lot. You have the 
potential to succeed.”12  Given this “professional” endorsement, Rautavaara entered the 
Sibelius Academy in 1950 studying composition from 1951–1953 with Aarre Merikanto 
(1893–1958), a composer who had studied abroad and was known for his incorporation 
of international techniques into his own music.13 The composition students of Merikanto 
“received [their] first musical stimuli from the works of Stravinsky’s Russian period, and 
Bartók’s later compositions.”14  During this time he wrote his First String Quartet 
(premiered by cousin Pentti Rautawaara’s Helsinki Quartet), the piano suite Pelimannit 
(composed around Finnish folk music in imitation of Bartók’s methods of folk music 
adaptation) and the Three symmetrical preludes for piano which, despite his insecurities 
as a pianist, he himself premiered on no less a stage the Bayreuth Festival (1950).    
1954 became a turning point in Rautavaara’s career when he won the Thor 
Johnson Composition Competition in Cincinnati, Ohio (A Requiem in our Time).  A 
month later, Aarre Merikanto wrote this recommendation for his student: 
I heartily recommend composer Eino Rautavaara. Of all our composers 
under the age of 30, he is the only one with all possibilities for continuing 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11 Ibid., 5. 
12 Hako, Unien, 20. 
13 Rautavaara was enrolled simultaneously at the University of Helsinki (musicology) and at the Sibelius 
Academy (composition). 
14 Heiniö, Portrait, 3. 
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development. Diligence, talent, and that innate ‘something’ without which 
achieving great things is impossible.15 
 
With this recommendation and a major international prize under his belt, Rautavaara 
moved to Vienna in 1955.  While there, he learned that he had won the prestigious 
Koussevitzky Music Foundation Scholarship, based on the recommendation of no less a 
figure than Jean Sibelius who was asked to recommend a recipient of the Koussevitzky 
Music Foundation Scholarship to honor his 90th birthday. This prize allowed Rautavaara 
to study at the Julliard School with Vincent Persichetti (1955–56) and at Tanglewood 
with Roger Sessions and Aaron Copland (summers of 1955 and 1956).  After returning to 
Finland in 1956, he pursued further studies with Wladimir Vogel in Ascona, Switzerland 
(1957) and with Rudolf Petzold in Cologne (1958).  
While studying at Julliard in 1955–56, Rautavaara had two experiences that were 
to directly influence the composing of Vigilia.  Feeling homesick for Europe, Rautavaara 
describes a day spent at the New York Public Library, where he searched for something 
European.  By chance, he came across a small German book of Orthodox iconic 
paintings16 – vibrant, full of intense color and mystical in nature.  Seeing these pictures 
immediately brought back his childhood visit to the Valamo monastery - all of the bells, 
colors, music and rituals that he had experienced came rushing back to him, even though 
fifteen years had elapsed.  Rautavaara immediately set about composing a suite of piano 
pieces, Ikonit, based on these paintings; producing one composition, or “repainting,” as 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 Hako, Unien, 24–25. 
16 Wild, Ikonen. 
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Rautavaara called them, per day. 17  Another fifteen years later, these same memories and 
impressions would serve as the starting point for the composition of Vigilia.  
That same year Rautavaara vividly recalls seeing Sergei Eisenstein’s film Ivan the 
Terrible (1944) the musical score of which was composed by Sergei Prokofiev.18 In 
particular, he singled out the dramatic bass solo during the coronation scene.   Set in a 
grand, opulent, Russian Orthodox cathedral filled with the sound of bells ringing and the 
beautiful Russian Orthodox choral liturgy, the newly crowned Czar holds the golden orb 
and bejeweled scepter, as vessels of gold coins are poured over him.   
Although shot in black and white, the music Rautavaara composed in response to 
it reveals a deep and abiding image of sumptuous color and grandeur.   In this context, 
the bass soloist sings a dramatic blessing that made a lasting impression on Rautavaara; 
indeed, he waited fifteen years to write a similar solo in the prominent and even more 
exaggerated role of the basso profundo soloist in Vigilia.  The Prokofiev coronation solo 
begins on a low F slowly rising in intensity and power. Its microtonal ascent is 
remarkably similar in character to the opening tenor solo of Vigilia.  The general 
impression of the basso profundo role, especially in the Vespers section, is similar to the 
film’s sense of power, dramatics and musical color.  However, the bass soloist in the 
film, although sounding extremely deep, only sings as low as F, while Vigilia requires a 
basso profundo with a compelling low C.  
Following his return to Finland in 1957, Rautavaara finally earned his 
composition diploma from the Sibelius Academy.  While his compositional career 
developed, he held a number of music-related jobs: archivist and assistant manager for 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17Rautavaara, liner notes for Einojuhani Rautavaara works for Piano.  
18 Rautavaara, meeting June 2009. 
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the Helsinki Philharmonic (1959–1962), critic for Ilta-Sanomat (1963–1966), rector of 
the Käpylä Music Institute (1965–1966), and lecturer in composition at the Sibelius 
Academy (1966–1976).   
In early 1970, the Helsinki Festival decided to commission three Masses from 
three composers for their 1971 season (August 26 – September 9, 1971).  The music 
programming was based on the theme of east-west tensions with joint commissions 
between the Helsinki Festival and the Helsinki Cathedral (Lutheran), the Uspensky 
Cathedral (Orthodox) and the Taivallahti Church (Catholic).  Composers were asked to 
compose functional works that could be premiered within “real” divine services, and yet 
still be experimental in nature.19  The Catholic commission (Missa in honorem Sancti 
Henrici, Op. 68) was awarded to Erik Bergman (1911–2006), while the Lutheran 
commission resulted in Vespers, composed by Bengt Johansson (1914–1989).   
When Seppo Nummi, director of the Helsinki Festival, phoned Rautavaara for 
advice on suitable candidates for the third commissioned work, Rautavaara did not 
hesitate to suggest himself.  Although a member of the official state Evangelical Lutheran 
Church (albeit, a non-practicing one20), he would “assume the guise of an Orthodox 
believer, use the atmospheres and idiom of the Orthodox liturgy and process his 
childhood experiences” in the production of Vigilia.21 
In the same year that he completed the Vespers portion of Vigilia (1971), 
Rautavaara became the first recipient of the Finnish government appointment as “Artist 
Professor” (1971–1976), the financial largesse of which allowed him to focus completely 
on his composing.  For the 1972 Helsinki Festival, he completed the Matins portion of 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19 Helsinki Festival Brochure, 36. 
20 Rautavaara, meeting October 2009 
21 Hako, Unien, 59. 
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Vigilia, creating a massive liturgical work that lasted 4 hours.  In 1976, Rautavaara was 
promoted to Professor of Composition at the Sibelius Academy, a post he held until 1990.  
Some of the more prominent students to come through his studio included Olli 
Kortekangas (b. 1955), Kalevi Aho (b. 1949), Magnus Lindberg (b. 1958), Kimmo 
Hakola (b. 1958) and Esa-Pekka Salonen (b. 1958). 
In 1990, Rautavaara left the Sibelius Academy to become a full-time, free-lance 
composer.  Although Vigilia was formally completed in 1972, the work ended up back on 
Rautavaara’s desk many times before it was published in its final form.  Rautavaara now 
says that he was fortunate that no publisher would publish it in its initial concert form, as 
the work changed substantially for the better in the multiple revisions that led to the final 
1996 concert version. He repeatedly made the point in our discussions that he is 
completely satisfied only with Vigilia as it stands today.22  
Although his health has recently prompted serious concerns, Rautavaara still 
composes several hours every day.  At this time, he is working on another large sacred 
choral commission – a Catholic Mass for a congregation in Australia scheduled for 
completion in late 2010.   
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22 Rautavaara, meeting October 2009. 
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CHAPTER 2 
COMPOSITIONAL CONTEXTS 
 
Prior to Rautavaara’s Vigilia, there was no choral setting of the complete Finnish 
Orthodox vigil liturgy. The absence of any precedents or models, the historical 
connections between the Russian and Finnish Orthodox churches, and the world-wide 
popularity of Rachmaninoff’s Vespers among choral conductors, make some basic 
comparisons between the two works appropriate.  Despite numerous textual similarities 
between Rachmaninoff’s Vespers and Rautavaara’s Vigilia, the methods used in their 
creation and the form of the resulting whole, are markedly different.   
Both vigils are approximately 65–70 minutes in length, and set for a cappella 
SATB (divisi) choir, as instruments are not allowed in either Orthodox service.  They also 
contain a number of the same texts from both the Vespers and Matins sections of the 
Orthodox liturgy.  As the following chart reveals (table 1), these shared texts appear in 
the same order in both works: 
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TABLE 1 Shared texts of Rachmaninoff Vespers and Rautavaara Vigilia 
Rachmaninoff Rautavaara 
1. Come, let us worship 1. Ehtoopalvelus: Tulkaa kumartakaame 
meidan 
2. Bless the Lord, O my soul 2.  Alkupsalmi 
3. Blessed is the man 3. 1. Katisma 
4. Gladsome Light 7. Ehtoohymni 
6. Rejoice, O Virgin 12. Tropari 
9. Blessed art Thou, O Lord 19. Ylösnousemustropari 
10. Having beheld the resurrection of the 
Christ 
22. Ylösnousemusveisu 
11. My soul magnifies the Lord 30. Katabasi: Jumalansynnyttäjän kiitosvirsi 
14. Troparion: Thou didst rise from the tomb 33. Ylösnousemustropari 
 
The Rachamaninoff Vespers was composed under the strict guidelines of the 
Russian Orthodox Church: nine of the fifteen texts chosen by Rachmaninoff required the 
use of specific chants decreed by the Church.  No similar requirements affected the 
conception of Rautavaara’s work, although he did choose to use one Byzantine chant 
from the Finnish Orthodox liturgy.  Furthermore, Rachmaninoff’s Vespers was never 
conceived of as a complete liturgical setting, and therefore doesn’t include the 
considerable amount of liturgical solo chant and choral responses required in the full 
divine service.  The fifteen movements that Rachmaninoff conceived of as his complete 
work included sections of both the vespers and matins liturgies; conversely Rautavaara’s 
original version included a complete vespers to be sung on Saturday night and the full 
matins to be sung on the following Sunday morning, each segment requiring two hours to 
perform. 
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Rautavaara’s significant use of soloists reflected his inclusion of the complete 
liturgical service in which the Pappi (Priest), Diakoni (Deacon) and Lukija (Reader) had 
extensive amounts of text to chant.  For the 1996 concert version, Rautavaara omitted 
most of this solo chant, dividing up the retained chants between the tenor and baritone 
soloists.  The simple fact that Rautavaara’s thirty-four movements take as long as 
Rachmaninoff’s fifteen, conveys the accurate perception that, in its concert form, the 
Vigilia is more a mosaic of the original liturgy than the group of musically self-sufficient 
movements that comprise Rachamaninoff’s opus 37.  
The text for Vigilia combined the ordinary texts of the liturgy as well as those 
texts proper to the specific feast of St. John the Baptist (August 29).  The biblical 
scriptures proper to this feast are Matthew 3:1–17 and 14:1–12.  The first passage 
describes the wild prophet and baptizer, living in the desert, dressed in camel hair and 
existing on locusts and honey.  The text from chapter 14 is the narrative of St. John’s 
beheading at the hands of the immoral King Herod.  
Given the dramatic and dark nature of this Gospel text, Rautavaara was especially 
pleased that the premiere coincided with this particular feast.  Due to the complex nature 
of the Finnish Orthodox liturgy, the Bishop of Helsinki made his personal music director 
available to help Rautavaara decide which texts to set and how to do so.  The sävelmä or 
“tone” assigned to the Feast of St. John the Baptist is the fourth sävelmä, which 
Rautavaara references in his setting of the Antifoni.  The pitches of this specific 
Byzantine chant (see Ex. 1) prescribed in the Sunnuntaivigilia (Finnish Orthodox Vigil 
liturgy book) is faithfully reproduced by Rautavaara; however, he ornamented and 
inflected the chant based on recordings of the traditional Byzantine chant to which he 
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listened. 23  Even this one specific quotation of Byzantine chant thus bears the unique 
stamp of Rautavaara’s personal conception of that style (see Ex. 2). 
 
EXAMPLE 1 Sunnuntaivigilia, Fourth sävelmä, Byzantine Chant, p. 245–6.  
  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 Creutlein, meeting October 2009. 
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EXAMPLE 2 Vigilia, “Antifoni,” p. 8824  
 
 
In addition to guidance concerning the appropriate texts to include in his Vigilia, 
Rautavaara wanted to become more acquainted with the music of the Finnish Orthodox 
Church before beginning his actual composition.  Because the Finnish Orthodox Church 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24 Rautavaara set the entire Byzantine chant.  This example shows the setting of the first section. 
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is part of the Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople, rather than the under the 
jurisdiction of Moscow, one would expect strong Eastern or Byzantine influence.  
However, Rautavaara discovered that “traditional” music of the Finnish Orthodox Church 
was actually part of a relatively recent tradition. 
The music we hear today is quite monotonous and harmonically simple. It 
is the result of a reform enacted by the Czar in the 19th century to homogenize all 
Orthodox church music. He assigned his court musicians to the task, and they had 
all been trained in the European tradition, which involved late Classical and early 
Romantic harmony and melody. The aesthetic models applied were wholly 
different from the original.25 
 
A typical sample of this traditional Finnish Orthodox music, the 
Avuksihuutostikiira (141, LXX) taken from the Sunnuntaivigilia, is given in example 3. 
As the music’s syllabic style suggest, text in the liturgy is of paramount importance. 
Nothing found in the written music detracts in anyway from the delivery of the text.  
Void of dynamics, strong rhythm, emotional character, real melody and drama, this music 
is clearly the “hand-maiden” of the text.  As I learned in a conversation with Melita 
Mudri-Zubacz, the clergy and musicians of the Orthodox Church strive to let the text 
speak for itself without any emotional interpretation by the choir or soloist.26 
 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25 Hako, Unien, 60. 
26 Mudri-Zubacz, meeting November 2009. 
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EXAMPLE 3 Sunnuntaivigilia, Avuksihuutostikiira (141, LXX), p. 106 
 
Such musical objectivity is clearly not Rautavaara’s intent, as his musical setting 
of the Avuksihuutostikiira (141, LXX) illustrates quite vividly (see Ex. 4).  Striking choral 
glissandi, strong rhythm, dramatic dynamics and extreme vocal ranges make this section 
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both exciting to perform and to experience as a listener.  Such evocative music that might 
have been shocking, even “scandalous” to an Orthodox congregation, becomes an 
exciting moment for a non-Orthodox audience.  
 
EXAMPLE 4 Vigilia, “Avuksihuutopsalmi,” pp. 17–18, mm. 29-37 
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Long-time Orthodox Church member, music professor and researcher Tarja von 
Creutlein says, “Without any doubt, the most shocking decision was to leave out the old 
Orthodox melodies and compose new ones.”  This decision stems from the fact that, 
initially, Rautavaara was only given texts to set and that the commission specifically 
required him to compose a new service rather than simply arrange the pre-existing one.27 
Finland has only been an independent country since 1917, when it finally declared 
its independence from Russian rule.  In 1923, the Finnish Orthodox Church became an 
autonomous archbishopric, choosing, for that reason, to be under the leadership of 
Constantinople instead of Moscow.  In spite of this consciously-created separation, the 
strong Slavic music traditions of the Russian Orthodox Church remain a revered part of 
the current Finnish church. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27 Creutlein, Traditions, 92. 
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Rautavaara purposely chose to distance himself completely from this Slavic 
tradition.  He spent time listening to Byzantine chant and reading about early Byzantine 
worship traditions, although not in a particularly scholarly manner.28  He included 
specific elements of these traditions (as he perceived them) in Vigilia, most notably in the 
form of microintervals, glissandi and the use of the íson (drone).  If, at times, the music 
of Vigilia seems to adopt the limited range and simple harmonies of historical Orthodox 
music, this is done not as a conscious attempt on Rautavaara’s part to re-create that style, 
but, to the contrary, to make his departures from it all the more dramatic.  This 
understanding is the proper inference to be gleaned by comparing the traditional 
Avuksihuutopsalmi (ex. 3) text with Rautavaara’s new setting of it (ex. 4). 
Thus, the premiere of Vigilia in the Uspensky Cathedral was a huge success in the 
eyes of the general public.  Rautavaara remembers the premiere:  
The services where the Vigilia was performed in the Uspensky Cathedral 
were very loaded, rich and atmospheric occasions. There are no seats, so everyone 
has to stand. The church was absolutely packed. There were many foreigners in 
the festival crowd, and within an hour most of the audience was sitting along the 
walls and beside pillars. It was an electric performance. It is one of the most 
memorable premieres I have ever had.29 
 
Not so the Orthodox community, who were, as Rautavaara told me with great pleasure, 
“scandalized” by the premiere.30  According to Creutlein, there was concern that the 
composers working within the Orthodox tradition would follow Rautavaara’s example, 
and that the Finnish Orthodox musical traditions would be changed dramatically by this 
strikingly modern work.  But these fears were unfounded, as, almost 40 years later, the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28 Creutlein, meeting June 2009. 
29 Hako, Unien, 60. 
30 Rautavaara, meeting October 2009. 
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tradition remains in tact.31  In an effort to explain why he had broken so strongly with 
“tradition” Rautavaara quoted T.S. Eliot’s maxim at least three times in our meeting as if 
to make sure I had heard what he was saying: “Individual talents reorder tradition.”  He 
has used this quote many times over the years to explain the contemporary renewal of 
traditional forms.  
 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
31 Creutlein, meeting October 2009. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
EXTANT VERSIONS 
 
 
Throughout my initial research on Rautavaara’s Vigilia, I had assumed that there 
were two versions of the work that I could compare and contrast and summarize for the 
reader – the original version composed for the liturgy of the Finnish Orthodox Church, 
and the revised, somewhat shortened concert version published in 1996.  After receiving 
a copy of what I believe to be the original manuscript from the Finnish Music 
Information Centre (Fimic), I searched for a working copy of the manuscript that might 
show how Rautavaara modified the original score for concert performance.   
Neither Rautavaara nor his publisher (Fennica Gerhmans) were able to locate 
such a score; Rautavaara did show me the only score he had in his possession – a heavily-
marked choral score, similar in content to what I had received from Fimic.  In an ensuing 
interview with the Rautavaaras’ personal friend and Vigila researcher, Tarja von 
Creutlein, I learned that many of Rautavaara’s scores had already been donated to the 
Finnish National Library, something neither of the Rautavaaras had mentioned in my 
initial interview with them.   
 Continuing my quest to find this “working” score, I learned that the Finnish 
National Library houses numerous versions and fragments of Rautavaara’s Vigilia.  In 
addition to the scores, personal scrapbooks of concert programs, newspaper clippings, 
promotional materials, etc. useful in determining some crucial dates of performance and 
public reactions to performances, are also among the National Library’s holdings.   
Analyzing the various editions and manuscripts, there appear to be at least seven distinct 
versions of the work (see table 2):  
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TABLE 2  Extant Versions of Rautavaara’s Vigilia 
Date Title Description 
1971/72 Original Version • Copy of the original liturgical version from Fimic 
? First English Version • Vespers only 
? Second English Version • Vespers only 
? Vigilia I-II (lyhennelty 
kuoroversion) 
• 30 minute “shortened concert version” 
1988 RKK Concert Version • First draft of final Concert Version as performed 
by Radion Kamarikuoro – substantially longer 
than succeeding draft. 
• Antifoni, which re-appears in the following draft 
is omitted. 
• Extensive basso profundo solos added to the 
Irmoi  - present only in this version. 
1996 V/1996 Concert Version • Second draft of final Concert Version (May, 
1996) 
• Troparion of the Res. transposed lower from 
original pitch. 
• Antifoni reinstated. 
• Kiitosveisu still in the manuscript 
• Extensive basso profundo solos in the Irmoi 
added in 1988, now omitted. 
1996 1996 Concert Version • Final published work 
Some of these versions differ substantially from both the 1971/72 autograph and the 1996 
Concert Version.   Clearly, the Vigilia we have today (the 1996 concert version) has had a 
long journey from the original service Rautavaara created in 1971/72. 
Although the Finnish National Library houses the manuscripts of both the original 
1971 Vespers and 1972 Matins, each has undergone several phases of editing since the 
work’s premiere.  Parts of the original score have been covered over with taped in blank 
paper that in some cases was subsequently removed.32 Certain large sections thus deleted 
have even been taped together.  The actual musical notation has been edited, both by the 
crossing off/erasing of original notes and by addition of new notes in pencil or pen.  For 
these reasons, the copy of the score I received from Fimic, made prior to any edits in the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
32 This process made clear from marks left on the score by the removal of tape, is confirmed by comparing 
existing photocopies of both versions.   
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original manuscript, is invaluable in defining the autograph score and separating it from 
subsequent layers of modification. 
Comparing the original 1971/72 manuscripts with the Fimic edition, it is obvious 
that Rautavaara intended from the beginning of the composition process that at least the 
Vespers section would double as both a functional liturgy and as a concert piece.  There 
are many written notes marked by asterisks within the manuscript giving instructions 
about how to proceed if performing the work in concert.  For example, the first page of 
the original score has an (*) after the opening chants with the note “in concert 
performance start from here” and (**) “tenori solo” in place of the original designation 
“Pappi”.   These provisions make sense, given the odds against the alignment of all the 
elements that would justify liturgical performance (namely, that the Feast of the 
Beheading of St. John falls on a Sunday, for which the fourth sävelmä is the appropriate 
tone).  2004 was the first time since the premiere that these elements had coincided, and 
the next such precise liturgical alignment will not occur in the next fifty–plus years.33 
There are two versions of the Vespers with English text that differ from the 
English translation used in the 1996 concert version.  These two variants were created 
consecutively, the text of the first English version simply being covered over by 
correction tape on which the new text is written in blue pencil.  Musically identical, these 
scores differ only in the details of their translations.  Nothing in the Rautavaara 
scrapbooks refers to these editions or to performances of the Vespers in English prior to 
1996.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
33 Creutlein, meeting October 2009. 
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The collection also contains a folder of fragments pertaining to the Canon34 of the 
Matins.  These pages are labeled to coincide with the original manuscript (e.g. pages 51A 
and 51B would fall between pages 51 and 52) and their contents are two-fold.  First, they 
contain the notation of substantial lukije (reader) parts within the Canon not found in the 
original version or in the final concert version.  Rautavaara also reworked the various 
Irmoi to create a version without any sectional breaks.  The final notes of the soloist or 
the final chordal sonority are simply sustained beneath the music of the next Irmos.  
Another undated score entitled VIGILIA I - II (lyhennelty kuoroversio) (shortened 
choral version) appears in the collection of the Finnish National Library.  The cover of 
the score bears a Fimic address label pre-dating the move to their current location in 
1994.  Fimic’s database does acknowledge this version, noting that “likely in 1992 
Vigilia was shortened at Fimic, but [they] don't know who commissioned Fimic to do 
that.  The composer probably or a specific choir?”35  This score is quite different from the 
final 1996 concert version.  It contains only five movements from the relatively popular 
Vespers section and only bits and pieces of the Canon from the Matins.  This shortened 
version is only approximately 30 minutes in length. 
Charting the changes through various extant versions of Vigilia reveals a work 
that has struggled to develop into the final concert version we have today; Rautavaara 
refers to this process as “adaptation”.  No longer a functional liturgy, the parts that 
remain follow the same order as the full divine service; important liturgical elements 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
34 Refer to Appendix A for a glossary of Orthodox terminology. 
35 Haapakoski, email October 2009.
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have, however, either been eliminated or appear in a form that does not make compatible 
sense within the liturgy.36   
Rautavaara has also made many musical changes to the score.  Most of these 
involve transposition into a lower range with alteration of the cadences to allow for a 
smooth transition from one movement to the next.  Rautavaara remembers thinking, at 
the premiere, that the choral soprano part was much too high.  By the time the Final 
Blessing came around, they were so vocally fatigued that neither beautiful tone nor 
acceptable intonation was possible.  Unlike his orchestral music, Rautavaara has always 
struggled with the practical limits of choral voices; the issue for him continues to be a 
conflict between what he knows will work within a choir and the temptation to create 
virtuosic choral effects.37 
His sensitivity to this issue has led him to transpose movements of the original 
work lower to avoid vocal fatigue.  Such transpositions often required a reconsideration 
of the new relationship between movements.  Far more significant in the following 
tabulation of changes (table 3) are the deletions that Rautavaara has made in the process 
of converting the work from a purely liturgical composition to a concert piece of more 
manageable length.  
 
TABLE 3  Summary of deletions and changes within Vigilia from the 1971/72 Original Version to the 
   1996 Concert Version  
 
Vespers 
 
Movement Description Major Changes 
1. Vespers  Opening Priest and Deacon chants cut. 
2. Psalm 103  Completely removes the first soprano 
part; SSATBB becomes SATBB. 
†Suuri Ektenia Similar in content to mvt. #8  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
36 Creutlein, meeting June 2009. 
37 Rautavaara, meeting October 2009. 
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3. I Kathisma  Transposed down P5; SSTT quartet is 
now SATB quartet. 
“Hallelujahs” transposed down m3. 
†Pieni Ektenia Chant and “Herra armahda”s – different 
music than anywhere else in the liturgy 
 
4. Psalm of Invocation  7 measures are dropped an 8ve easing 
extreme soprano range. 
5. Sticheron of Invocation  Minor metric changes to better fit text. 
6. Sticheron to the Mother of God  Minor cadence alteration. 
†Saattorukous Priest and Deacon chants  
7. Evening Hymn  Priest and Deacon chants cut at the end of 
the movement. 
†Prokimeni Octatonic movement; deacon chants and 
choral responses 
 
8. Ekteniya  Deacon chants removed from between the 
choral statements of “Herra armahda” (see 
example #?). 
†Suo Herra… Reader chant  
†Anomusektenia* *Deacon chants with choral responses of 
“Herra armahda” and “anna Herra” – the 
music of this section repeats often in some 
format in the 1971/72 version. 
 
9. Sticheron of the Litany  Most of this is transposed down M2. 
10. Ekteniya of the Litany  Transposed down M2 and some solo 
chant is cut. 
†Vielä rukoilemme… *see Anomusektenia description above  
11. Sticheron   
†Herra, nyt… Reader and Deacon chants ending with 
choral “Amen” 
 
12. Troparion  This movement begins with the choral 
“Amen” from preceding chant section, 
and the last chord forms a drone for the 
subsequent solo. 
13. Troparion of the Feast  Major cut of * Anomusektenia material 
from within the movement. 
†Sinua kerubeja Identical music to #22 in the Matins  
14. Final Blessing  Transposed down M2 and a few minor 
text changes. 
 
 
 
 
Matins 
 
Movement Description Major Changes 
†Heksapsalmit Reader chant  
15. Matins   
†Rukoilkaame… *see Anomusektenia description above  
†Jumala on Herra Substantial and difficult octatonic choral 
movement with Deacon chant 
 
16. Troparion  Transposed down M2. 
17. Troparion  Transposed down M2. 
†Polyeleopsalmi Atonal choral movement with extensive 
use of “mirror” technique 
 
18. Hymn of Praise  Transposed down M2. 
19. Troparion of the Resurrection  Transposed down M2 and final cadence 
altered. 
†Pieni Ektenia *see Anomusektenia description above  
20. Antiphon  Choral drone added  
21. Prokeimenon  Final cadence altered 
†Rukoilkaamme… *see Anomusektenia description above  
22. Hymn of the Resurrection  Transposed down M2 
23. 1. Irmos  Final choral note extends as drone under 
basso profundo chant. 
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24. 3. Irmos  Last note of preceding basso profundo 
solo extends for one measure into this 
movement. Final choral note extends as 
drone under basso profundo chant. 
25. 4. Irmos  Last note of preceding basso profundo 
solo extends for one measure into this 
movement. Final choral note extends as 
drone under basso profundo chant. 
26. 5. Irmos  Last note of preceding basso profundo 
solo extends for one measure into this 
movement. Final choral note extends as 
drone under basso profundo chant. 
27. 6. Irmos  Last note of preceding basso profundo 
solo extends for one measure into this 
movement. Final choral note extends as 
drone under basso profundo chant. 
28. 7. Irmos  Last note of preceding basso profundo 
solo extends for one measure into this 
movement. Final choral note extends as 
drone under basso profundo chant. 
29. 8. Irmos  Last note of preceding basso profundo 
solo extends for one measure into this 
movement. One extra measure added to 
cadence.  Final choral note extends as 
drone under basso profundo chant. 
30. Katabasis: Hymn to the Mother of 
God 
 Last chord of preceding movement  
sustains as drone under opening bass 
profundo solo, and all following solos are 
also supported with varying choral drones. 
31. 9. Irmos   
†Pieni Ektenia *see Anomusektenia description above. Final chants and choral responses tacked 
on to end of previous movement.  
†Kiitosveisu Lilting, 6/8 choral movement.  Almost 
trite in character – seems an awkward fit 
within the work. 
 
32. Sticheron of Thanksgiving  Transposed down a M2 and alters the 
cadence. 
†Suuri ylistysveisu Substantial choral mvt reprising the music 
of #4 
 
33. Troparion of the Resurrection  Transposed down M2. 
†Hartauden Ektenia Nearly identical to #8; only the cadence is 
altered. 
 
†Anomusektenia *see Anomusektenia description above  
†Kunnia olkoon Chant and choral fragments including the 
“Kunnia olkoon” found throughout the 
work and a musical repeat of the 
“Hallelujahs” from #3. 
 
34. Final Blessing  Transposed down M2 and a few minor 
text changes. 
† = a section omitted in the 1996 Concert Version 
 
Several of these omissions and changes require explanation.  First, the asterisks that mark 
a number of movements within the original liturgy indicate Rautavaara’s re-use of 
melodic and textual content (Ex. 5); in the original version, these references would have 
imparted a fair amount of formal cohesion to the work.  This particular choral response 
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“Herra armahda” occurred many times in the 1971/72 Original Version, but was 
completely removed from the 1996 Concert Version.    
 
EXAMPLE 5 1971/72 Original Version, Matins, “Pieni Ektenia,” p. 72   
 
 
The “Herra armahda” choral motive that does appear in the 1996 Concert 
Version also began as a call and response.  The instructions that appear in the upper right 
hand corner of example 6 indicate that “In concert performance the choir will sing their 
own bars without recit in between.”38  Although originally conceived for liturgical use, 
Rautavaara obviously envisioned future performances as a concert piece as well.   
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
38 Translated by Seppo Siirala 
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EXAMPLE 6 1971/72 Original Version, Vespers, “Hartauden Ektenia,” p. 40  
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Finally, there is one movement of the 1971/72 Original Version that Rautavaara 
seemed to favor.  It survived in the earlier “shortened” concert version and remained 
intact in the manuscript V/1996 that contains all the edits made in preparing the 1996 
concert version.  However, it is clearly marked “pois” (cut) in red pencil at the top of the 
page, explaining its absence from that version; a final deletion required by time 
constraints imposed by either the publisher or the composer himself.39  It seems unrelated 
in style and character to the rest of the piece and its harmonic language is quite unlike 
any other section of Vigilia.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
39 Timing calculations in Rautavaara’s hand on the back cover of the V/1996 version indicate his attempt to 
shorten the work to a specific time length. 
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EXAMPLE 7 V/1996 Concert Version, “Kiitosveisu,” p. 79  
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CHAPTER 4 
COMPOSITIONAL LANGUAGE 
 
Finnish writers and musicologists frequently describe Rautavaara as a “stylistic 
pluralist” even going so far as to label the late 60’s as his “pluralist era”.40  Prior to this 
time, Rautavaara seems to have experimented with many compositional styles and 
methods, seemingly uncertain of his true “voice”.41  “I have sunk into despair when I 
have looked at the productions of my composer colleagues forming well-articulated 
evolutionary curves and compared them to my own horrible leaps.”42  Anne Sivuoja-
Gunaratnam uses a non-linear “simultaneous, zero-time degree” approach to describe his 
compositional changes.  Essentially she views his body of work as a sculpture that must 
be viewed simultaneously from all angles rather than as progressive development along a 
single timeline.43  Considering all the various techniques that Rautavaara uses in this 
work, this analogy seems to be useful. 
Vigilia was composed from 1970 through 1972; as such, it fits the general 
description of the works that comprise Rautavaara’s “pluralist” era. Earlier compositional 
periods included a “neo-classical” period (ca. 1950 - 57) marked by such contrasting 
elements as sparse orchestration, use of ‘classical’ forms and structures, the octatonic 
scale and strict symmetry and mirror technique.  Some of the major works of this 
“period” are thought to include Ikonit (1955), Pelammanit (1952) and the Three 
Symmetrical Preludes (1950).  A “serial” period followed (ca.1957–1965), characterized 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
40 Aho, Sibelius, and Heinio, Grove, et al. 
41 Aho, Sibelius, 15. 
    Sivuoja-Gunaratnam, Topics, 16. 
42 Sivuoja-Gunaratnam, Topics, 16. 
43 Ibid., 16. 
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by works such as the String Quartet No. 2 (1958–1959), Canto I and Canto II (1960) and 
his most strictly serialist work, Symphony No. 4 “Arabescata” (1962).  Some of the 
techniques produced during these years appear throughout Vigilia. 
Kalevi Aho, one of Rautavaara’s students, remembers from composition lessons 
with him that “starting points” were crucial to composition and that every work needed 
“an overall idea behind it.  By contrast, the style or the musical materials did not have 
any intrinsic importance – rather they should serve only the general idea of the 
content.”44  Rautavaara often found his own “starting points through a certain ‘aura’ or 
‘atmosphere’.   “An ‘atmosphere’ was for Rautavaara a state that becomes consolidated, 
that has a specific colour and that exudes energy.  This energy might be found in a set of 
chords that sits comfortably in the hands, or in visual memory remembering a set of 
chords.”45 Clearly for Rautavaara this “atmosphere” included his boyhood memories of 
Valamo and the 1955 viewing of “Ivan the Terrible”. 
Inspired by “atmosphere” and strong visual memories, it is no surprise that Vigilia 
is most readily described as “coloristic” in nature.  Musical elements within the score—
form, rhythm, melody and harmony—because of their ambiguous nature, elude 
traditional methods of analysis and description.  I struggled to make sense of a perceived 
gap between the masterpiece I heard on the recording and the seemingly incongruous 
score in front of me.  Aside from the relatively few obvious landmarks in the score—the 
bipartite construction of vespers and matins or the special effects such as glissandi and 
whispering—I had a difficult time defining the work in practical terms for rehearsal and 
performance.  Only as I “learned” the score at the piano and felt familiar chords in my 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
44 Aho, Support, 9. 
45 Hako, Unien, 48. 
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hands, did I come to understand that it was the “color” of those chords themselves that 
were key to understanding this work.  
The harmonic language of Vigilia exhibits “romantic” tendencies in its use of 
lush, coloristic, tertian-based chords.  It is as though these chords are “pigments” that 
Rautavaara used on his painted sonic canvas. The chords themselves, and their 
relationships to each other, became the key to unlocking the language of this work.  
Writing on the group of neo-tonal, pluralist composers centered in Helsinki, Matti Heiniö 
describes their works as “music that manifests a tonally centered and frequently triadic 
harmony, but is free from the rules of functional tonality and the tonal taboos of 
dodecaphony”.46  Although traditional major, minor, and diminished harmonies are used, 
there is no sense of the traditional hierarchy associated with tonality, i.e. no functional 
tonic–dominant relationships attend their use.  Rautavaara basically assumes enharmonic 
equivalence of pitch and quality equivalence for chords (i.e. a chord functions according 
to its root, not whether it is major, minor, or diminished, for example). 
Although the bulk of the chordal vocabulary within Vigilia is tertian or triadic, 
Rautavaara often grafts extra tones onto these chords.  He especially favors chords with 
perfect fifths added above the third or fifth degree.  If, for example, one stacks two fifths 
above the fifth of a major triad and then collapses them into a single octave, you have a 
triad with an added second and sixth (Fig. 1.a).  
 
FIGURE 1   
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
46 Lokken, Music, 25. 
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The same principle applied to the third of a major triad results in a chord of greater 
dissonance because these tones lie outside the traditional scale (Fig. 1.b).  Even more 
piquant dissonance results when the basic chord contains a minor seventh (forming in 
tonal harmony, a “V7”); here, fifths generated above the third scale degree create 
chromatic clashes with the fifth and seventh scale degrees (fig.1.c).  Rautavaara 
particularly likes the chord, often using it at cadences to mark the culmination of 
increasingly dense harmonic development.   
A related permutation is the simultaneous use of the major and minor third.  
Especially in his early works, Rautavaara used the octatonic scale (alternating half-steps 
and whole-steps), a scalar construction that appears in a number of the movements that 
comprise Vigilia.  Using the pitches of this scale, triads built on the first, third, fifth and 
seventh scale degrees may be either major or minor (fig. 2).  
 
FIGURE 2 Possible triads of the C octatonic scale 
 
The triads on C, to take one example, can be either major or minor because the scale 
includes both E-flat and E-natural.  Once derived, Rautavaara uses triadic construction 
even in sections where the octatonic scale is not present.  
Although the bulk of Vigilia’s chordal language is triadic, Rautavaara also likes to 
build chords entirely out of perfect fifths (and their inversion, perfect fourths).  Most 
often, such stacks of fifths lead to parallel motion between voices.  Example 8, from the 
1971/72 Original Version, opens with a set of “white-note” fifths (F–C–G–D–A–E) 
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planes in both parallel and contrary motion within a six-voiced texture.  Due to what he 
considered the extreme range of the resulting first soprano, Rautavaara deleted it from the 
1996 Concert Version; by so doing, he reveals that it is the collection of stacked fifths 
rather than melody or some other harmonic element that underpins the logic of his 
construction. 
 
EXAMPLE 8 1971/72 Original Version, “Alkupsalmi,” p. 3, mm 2–5 
 
Although Rautavaara uses chords generated from tonal diatonic scales, the 
relationships between any two chords are unpredictable, even atonal.  Indeed, Rautavaara 
seems to avoid progressions that would appear tonal in nature.   
Any discussion of this syntax presumes that a triadic construction is classified 
only by its root, and not by its quality. For example, Rautavaara would understand the 
triadic series B majorD minorE-sharp diminished simply as the linear root 
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progression BDF.  Rautavaara frequently creates a sequence of triads, the roots of 
which are separated by thirds or fifths.  Figure 3 is the author’s harmonic reduction of the 
first four measures of Ylösnousemustropari: 
 
FIGURE 3  Harmonic reduction of Ylösnousemustropari, p. 136, mm. 2–5 
 
The root movement of these four measures involves the intervals m3 P5 m3.  In 
movements governed by the octatonic scale, a similar pattern would produce triads, the 
roots of which are related only by minor thirds and diminished fifths.  For example, the 
choral portion of the octatonically based Prokeimenon (Ex. 9) contains root progressions 
(AE-flatF-sharpE-flatACA) limited to these intervals: 
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EXAMPLE 9  Vigilia, “Prokimeni,” p. 91,  mm. 5–8 
  
Root movement by seconds (especially minor seconds) is also common (Ex. 10).  
Here, E minor and E-flat major chords oscillate around the common tone of G.  In cases 
of more extreme chord progressions, Rautavaara typically employs a common-tone that 
binds the chords together.  In so doing he reveals his understanding of the limitations of 
an amateur a cappella choir: “no twelve-tone technique, no tricky intervals without 
harmonic support, no transparent chords of fourths and tri-tones on which the singers 
keep losing their footing.”47  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
47 Rautavaara, Chorus, 5. 
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EXAMPLE 10  Vigilia, “Avuksihuutopsalmi,” p. 18, mm. 21–24 
 
 
During the course of my score study, increasing familiarity with this chordal 
language led to the discovery of other landmarks.  For instance, in Vigilia, Rautavaara 
uses such diverse deterministic elements as “mirror” inversion and the previously 
discussed octatonic scale.  For example, we encounter “mirror” inversion in the 
Troparion of the Resurrection of the Matins (example 11).  
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EXAMPLE 11  Vigilia, “Ylösnousemustropari,” p. 87, mm. 98–102 
 
Beginning on octave Cs, the parts mirror one another in terms of both pitch and texture, 
as shown in the author’s reduction in figure 4. 
 
FIGURE 4  Harmonic reduction of Ylösnousemustropari, p. 87, mm. 98–102 
 
At the start of the Troparion (near the beginning of the Matins), Rautavaara 
extends this mirror technique to two different thematic layers (Ex. 12).  
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EXAMPLE 12  Vigilia, “Tropari,” p. 70, mm. 1–3 
 
The inner mirror (S2/A1) gains a totally different harmonic perspective when Rautavaara 
adds the male voices singing alternating four-part chords on F major and B-flat major 
(example 13). 
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EXAMPLE 13 Vigilia, “Tropari,” p. 71, mm. 12–14 
 
 
The movements based strictly on the octatonic scale proved most difficult for the 
choir.  The duets found in the Sticheron of the Litany involve non-simultaneous 
inversions made even more difficult by Rautavaara’s omission of the third triadic degree, 
which produce cross relationships without any sense of triadic grounding.  The scale 
allows the duets to be harmonized with major thirds and perfect fourths – unexpected, 
often awkward, relationships that were especially difficult to tune (Ex. 14).  
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EXAMPLE 14 Vigilia, “Litanian Stikiira,” p. 44, mm. 41–50 
 
 Both Rautavaara and commentaries on Vigilia have described the work as 
Byzantine, primarily because of its use of glissandi and microtones.  In reality, these 
extended choral techniques are less prominent and problematic because Rautavaara used 
them so infrequently.  Far more “Byzantine” and significant are his pervasive use of the 
íson (drone) and a melodic style that mimics Byzantine chant (in fact, Rautavaara 
deliberately avoided using traditional Orthodox chant).     
The íson or drones appear in several forms in the work.  Most obvious and 
traditional are the use of sustained unisons, octaves, and perfect fifths to accompany solo 
singing.  In such instances, Rautavaara consistently retains the drone throughout the 
entire section (Ex. 15).   
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EXAMPLE 15  Vigilia, “Katabasi:Jumalansynnyttäjän Kiitosvirsi,” p. 123, mm. 92–93 
  
At times, Rautavaara constructs harmonic drones, such as those found in Antifoni.  The 
second set of solo chants are accompanied by a sustained A7 chord (scored SSSAAA), 
while the opening of Katabasi features a female chorus drone based on a D-minor triad. 
The concept of the drone manifests itself in Rautavaara’s use of pedal tones.  For 
instance in the Sticheron of the Vespers and in Irmoi #3, 5 and 7 of the Matins, a unison 
C pedal tone is, passed between the sections of the choir (example 16).  
 
EXAMPLE 16  Vigilia, “Virrelmästikiira,” p. 53, mm. 16–19 
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Rautavaara also builds harmonized pedals that he uses as a kind of 
falsobordone,48 chordal chant.  The the Loppusiunaus opens with a complex texture in 
which the T2BB sections oscillate between repeating F-major and Ab-major chords, all 
the while moving homophonically with the upper voices (SSAT) that follow their own 
pattern of parallel chord streaming (Ex. 17).    
 
EXAMPLE 17  Vigilia, “Loppusiunaus,” p. 141, mm. 1–4 
 
The choral chant sections of Vigilia have a distinctive sonority.  First, the melodic 
motion of the chant is primarily step-wise.  For example, the first soprano line of 
Loppusiunaus only moves stepwise save for the melodic major third in measures 20–21.  
Secondly, these chant melodies can often be classified in terms of the traditional church 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
48 Definition according to Grove Music Online – “A chordal recitation based on root position triads, with 
the form and often the melody of a Gregorian psalm tone. Mostly intended for the singing of vesper psalms 
[…].” 
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modes (dorian, phrygian, etc.); the chant’s harmonization is not, however, restricted to 
the pitch constraint of the given mode.  
Katabasi, formally a sort of “theme and variations”, contains several examples of 
chant harmonization.  Rautavaara first harmonizes the chant melody for the text “Sinua, 
kerubeja...” as parallel fifths in inverted motion between SA and TB (Ex. 18).   
 
EXAMPLE 18  Vigilia, “Katabasi:Jumalansynnyttäjän Kiitosvirsi,” p. 115, mm. 7–9 
  
 
Here, Rautavaara chooses to keep the fifths perfect rather than strictly adhere to the 
pitches of mode hence, the basses sing B–flat in measure two instead of the expected 
dorian B–natural.  Further into the movement, Rautavaara retains these parallel fifths in 
the male voices, but harmonizes the chant melody with parallel triads (both major and 
minor) in the women’s voices.  The melody remains purely dorian, but F-sharps appear 
in the second soprano and alto voices, creating a D major sonority whenever the bass and 
soprano parts sing a unison D (Ex. 19).   
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EXAMPLE 19 Vigilia, “Katabasi:Jumalansynnyttäjän Kiitosvirsi,” p. 120, mm. 62–64 
 
For the last variation of the “Sinua, kerubeja...” text (Ex. 20) the chant melody is 
harmonized in the women’s voices with a four-part divisi of parallel major 7 and minor7 
chords.  In this case, the harmonic voices stay consistently within the dorian mode.  
 
EXAMPLE 20 Vigilia, “Katabasi:Jumalansynnyttäjän Kiitosvirsi,” p. 124, mm. 101–103 
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CHAPTER 5 
REHEARSAL AND PERFORMANCE 
 
For this project I created the Winnipeg Soloists Choir, a choir of 31 singers (7 
sopranos, 8 altos, 7 tenors and 9 basses) recruited specifically to perform this 
composition. Most were experienced choristers, with at least an undergrad degree in 
music; several were completing a Bachelor of Music degree, while a few were semi-
professional solo singers.  The soprano, alto/contralto, tenor and baritone soloists came 
from within the choir, but the basso profundo was brought in solely to sing this 
demanding role.  The basso profundo begins on a low D that requires incredible presence 
(Ex. 21) and at one point, must sing a solid low C.  Rautavaara’s setting of the dramatic 
texts narrating the beheading of St. John are very difficult both linguistically and 
dramatically, requiring the soloist to traverse more than two octaves in less than a 
measure (Ex. 22).  This role is absolutely crucial to the work and someone capable of 
executing it would likely be the most pivotal acquisition in assuring the success of this 
project. 
 
EXAMPLE 21 Vigilia, “Alkupsalmi,” p.3, m. 1 
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EXAMPLE 22 Vigilia, “Avuksihuutostikiira,” p. 25 
 
In choosing the other 4 soloists, I under-estimated the difficulties of the tenor solo 
part.  Not only are the atonal and microtonal melodic lines he sings difficult pitch–wise 
(Ex. 23), but in places where the music appears virtually to repeat previous material, I did 
not expect that textual differences would so radically affect the singer’s success.  
 
EXAMPLE 23 Vigilia, “Katabasi: Jumalansynnyttäjän Kiitosvirsi,” p. 118, mm. 38–40 
  
This soloist also needs a fairly wide range; from a low D up to a dramatic high B-flat. 
I assigned both the alto and contralto solos to the same mezzo-soprano.  In 
retrospect, although there are only two short solos for each, the formal structure of 
alternating soloists in the Katabasi in particular would have been better served by having 
two separate singers (figure 5). 
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FIGURE 5 Structural summary of Katabasi: Jumalansynnyttäjän Kiitosvirsi 
A – basso profundo solo 
B – choir 
A1- soprano solo 
B – choir 
A2- tenor solo 
B1- choir 
A3- Contralto solo 
B2- choir 
A4- alto solo 
B3- choir 
C – tenor solo (coda-like) 
B4- choir 
 
Range was also a primary consideration when choosing the choral bass section.  
In one movement, Rautavaara explicitly divides the basses into bassi and bassi profundo, 
the latter being required to sing numerous measures on low B-flats (Ehtoohymni, p.36), 
(not to mention the more frequent occurrence of low Cs and Ds).  Although the basses 
have the most extreme lower range, all the sections of the choir are scored very low at 
times, challenging the viability of the average singer.  At times, Rautavaara divides the 
chorus into sixteen parts (four each of SATB).49  
A total of 11 rehearsals (2.5 hours each) were scheduled, including the dress 
rehearsal.  In retrospect, a few more rehearsals would have allowed the Finnish language 
to settle more comfortably in the singers’ mouths.  Far and away the most difficult task of 
the rehearsal process was mastering pronunciation of the Finnish text. In preparing and 
rehearsing Vigilia for performance, the biggest challenges that faced the director and the 
choir were in relation to the Finnish text.  This difficulty was particularly pronounced in 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
49 See 9. Irmossi, p. 126 
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the many sections of free homophonic chant through out the work.  That said, Finnish is a 
relatively easy language for English choirs to sing for the first time.  Most sounds occur 
normally in the English language, and those that don’t, have equivalents in German or 
French ([y] and [ø]).   
There are two general rules that always apply: 1. The first syllable of a word 
receives the primary stress.  2. Every letter that is printed is sung, including both parts of 
“diphthongs” and doubled vowels, as well as doubled consonants.   The following chart 
outlines general Finnish pronunciation, and the section following gives further 
clarification where needed (fig. 6).50 
 
FIGURE 6  Finnish Diction Chart 
Finnish IPA Equivalent 
a [a] father 
ä [æ] cat  
e [ε]  [e] maid (the initial vowel of the diphthong only [meId]) 
i [i] meet 
o [o] loan (the initial vowel of the diphthong only [loUn) 
ö [ø]  as in German “schön” 
u [u] tool (more closed) 
y [y] as in German “über” or French “tu” 
g [g] (when not in ng” pair) get 
j [j] yes 
k [k]  look (not aspirated) 
l [l] light 
m [m] moon 
n [n] night 
p [p]  pay (not aspirated) 
r [r] (tapped) German “Friede”  
rr [r:] (rolled) (must be rolled and quite extended) 
s [s] say  
t [t]  try (not aspirated) 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
50 This information gleaned in part from coachings with Jaakko Mäntyjärvi and from his diction guide, 
“Sing it in Finnish”. 
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v [v] vote 
h beg. of syllable [h]  help 
h end of syllable [ç] or [x] (follows the placement 
of preceding vowel)  
as in German “ich” or “lachen” (but almost 
unaspirated) 
nk [ŋk] think 
np [mp] lamp 
ng [ŋ:] sing (but the equivalent of ŋŋ in length) 
 
Jaakko Mäntyjärvi’s pronunciation guide, Sing it in Finnish, is a useful tool for 
getting a start on learning lyric Finnish.51  However, the following passage summarizes 
some needed  clarifications: 
Unvoiced Consonants 
• These are generally less aspirated than English (t, p, k) 
• Unlike English, which has both the [s] and [∫] consonantal sounds, Finnish only 
has one “S” sound which roughly lies between those extremes.  
• The letter “h” at the end of a syllable is much less aspirated than a German [ç] or 
[x]. 
Double Consonants 
• In Finnish, voiced double consonants are substantially elongated, generally 
beginning in the previous syllable. For example, in “Herra” the [r:] must start 
within the pitch for [hε].  Within Vigilia, this elongation tends to be half the value 
of a short note (quarter, eighth), and approximately one eighth note value of any 
longer note. 
• Unvoiced consonants actually stop the tone for a split second.  In the following 
example (fig. 7), double K in “takka” is notated as two quarter notes in the score.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
51 I was fortunate to have several coaching sessions with Mäntyjärvi that helped clarify the concepts and 
examples in this guide. 
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The second version of the same measure indicates how the double consonant 
should be executed.  
 
FIGURE 7  
 
Vowels 
• The “ä” vowel is deceptively difficult for English-speakers who tend to modify 
the vowel towards [a] rather than a true [æ].  This may be partially due to the 
sequencing of vowels within Finnish e.g. the word “heitä” would more typically 
end with an “a” in English than an “ä”.  
• English speakers need to make [u] and [o] more closed than they would sing in 
English. 
• The vowel “e” is close to the Italian [e].  The nearest English equivalent is found 
in the first part of the diphthong in the word “maid”. 
Double Vowels 
• Double vowels do not alter the sound of the vowel, but rather indicate a 
pronounced lengthening.  During coaching, I was most successful in imitating the 
correct length when I willed my mouth to stay on the vowel for two vowel lengths 
(without pulsing or giving any change in the vowel).  In figure 8, the placement of 
the quarter note within the triplet rhythm reflects the approximate elongation in 
speech of the double “a” in “taaka” and “takaa”.  
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FIGURE 8  
 
 
Clearly, this difference has major implications for the chant sections of Vigilia; a 
line of seemingly equal eighth notes becomes a lilting line of unequal syllable 
lengths.  
 
Diphthongs 
• Diphthongs in lyric Finnish differ from English in that both parts are given length 
within the written note value.  In values of a quarter note or less, simply divide the 
note equally between both vowels (the movement between them can be quite 
distinct – see fig. 9).  
 
FIGURE 9  
 
 
• When diphthongs appear on notes longer than a quarter, the division is not equal.  
Certain diphthongs stay longer on the first vowel (what Mäntyjärvi calls “closing 
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diphthongs” i.e. “long–short”) and certain diphthongs move quickly to the second 
vowel (what Mäntyjärvi calls “opening diphthongs” i.e. “short–long”) (figure 10).   
 
FIGURE 10 Finnish Diphthong Classification52 
Opening Diphthongs Closing Diphthongs 
ie 
iu 
iy 
uo 
yö 
ai                         oi                          äi 
au                        ou                        äy 
ei                         ui                         öi 
eu                        yi                         öy 
ey  
 
In the texts of Vigilia, generally make the shorter of the two vowels worth about 
an eighth note, (fig. 11). 
 
FIGURE 11 
 
 
Sandhi 
• This phenomenon, which does not appear specifically in print and assumes 
knowledge of Finnish grammar to execute accurately, is an advanced, but 
important detail in lyric Finnish.  Certain grammatical forms like the “imperative” 
or “partitive plural” affect pronunciation of the following word.  If that following 
word begins with a consonant, treat it like it is a double consonant.  If that 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
52 The list of diphthongs may appear intimidating.  Simply memorize the “opening diphthongs” which 
include those that start with “i” plus “uo” and “yö”. 
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following word begins with a vowel, start the vowel with a glottal stop.  For 
example, in Psalm 103 “Isälle ja Pojalle ja…” should be sung as “Isälle jja 
Pojalle jja…”.  (Figure 12 lists those words in each movement of Vigilia that 
effects this alteration.) 
 
FIGURE 12 Complete list of words effecting “sandhi” in Vigilia. 
 
Vespers  
kumartakaamme 
Kuningastamme 
langetkaamme 
itse 
Psalm 103 
Kiitä 
sinulle 
I katisma – I katisma 
Nouse 
pelasta 
Isälle 
Pojalle 
Pyhälle 
Hengelle 
Psalm of invocation 
kuule 
ota 
Kuule 
Sinulle 
kuule 
Vie 
Sticheron of Invocation 
tekevälle 
meille 
vannoa 
tuomita 
antaa 
kunniattomalle 
suorittaa 
Sticheron to the Mother of God 
Hänelle 
Sinulle 
kuvansa 
lampaansa 
tahtonsa 
tulla 
Evening Hymn 
ylistää 
sinulle 
Ektenia 
Armahda 
 
 
Sticheron of the Litany 
Rukoile 
Ektenia of the Litany 
armahda 
Sticheron 
ristille 
ihmissuvulle 
Troparion  
iloitse 
Troparion of the Feast 
sinulle 
meille 
Vahvista 
pelasta 
Final Blessing 
pyhimmälle 
patriarkalle 
arkkipiispalle 
siunatulle 
metropoliitalle 
veljille 
kaikille 
jäsenille 
kaikille 
oikeauskoisille 
kristityille 
anna 
varjele 
Matins  
pyhälle 
yksiolennolliselle 
jakaantumattomalle 
Kolminaisuudelle 
Troparion  
Kuultuansa 
Troparion  
sinulle 
oleville 
meille 
Troparion of the Resurrection 
opeta 
minulle 
Poikaansa 
 
Antiphon  
itse 
seiso 
pelasta 
Prokeimenon  
Nouse 
auta 
lunasta 
Hymn of the Resurrection 
emme tunne 
katso 
ylösnousemistansa 
puhdista 
puhdista 
Armahda 
pyyhi 
meille 
1st Irmos 
pakosalle 
rukoile 
5th Irmos 
sinulle 
meille 
6th Irmos 
Sinulle 
pahoille 
hengille 
Katabasis 
palvelijattarensa 
Katso 
minulle 
laupeutensa 
niille 
voimansa 
huomaansa 
palvelijansa 
muistuttaaksensa 
Sticheron of Thanksgiving 
kauttansa 
Troparion of the Resurrection 
kauttansa 
maailmalle 
Vahvista 
pelasta 
*Information in this chart compiled with help from Jaakko Mäntyjärvi. 
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With regard to musical performance, this work poses challenges for the choir 
beyond the text.  First, the choral texture is so persistent that the chorus rarely has any 
“downtime” either mentally or vocally.  At the dress rehearsal, we decided that, despite 
the work’s seventy minute duration, the choir needed an intermission.  In retrospect, this 
was an excellent decision for both the choir and the audience.  
Rautavaara’s use of extended sections of homophonic chant on the same pitch or 
sustaining drones was vocally tiring for the choir.  As several singers pointed out, 
because they tended to sing with less vibrato during the extensive chant sections and on 
repeated pitches, their “vocal muscles” tended to tighten requiring constant vigilance of 
their singing technique (which, given the extreme mental focus required by the text, did 
not always occur).  Singing drones took considerable concentration to keep the pitch 
vibrant; this was especially true for the altos and basses when singing in the lowest parts 
of their range.  For similar reasons, maintenance of both tempo and flexibility in some of 
the faster chant sections was particularly difficult (see ex. 24).   
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EXAMPLE 24 Vigilia, “Ylösnousemusveisu,” p. 96, mm. 29–31 
 
 
In contrast to problems posed by low ranges (especially for the basses) the 
soprano tessitura, especially in the Matins portion tended to fall within what Richard 
Miller has called the “upper passaggio,” (approximately e’’ to g’’).  Despite 
Rautavaara’s downwards transposition of a major second, choral voices (particularly the 
sopranos) exhibited some degree of vocal fatigue when they came to the Loppsusiunaus 
(Final Blessing) of Matins.   
With specific regard to choral intonation, Vigilia presents challenges unique even 
to this style of choral writing.  First, extended singing on repeated pitches and droning 
generally leads to flatting. Secondly, the extensive use of tertian major and minor chords 
in an a cappella context will necessarily involve “just intonation” rather than “equal–
tempered” tuning to produce resonant chords.  However, between the open score format 
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and Rautavaara’s often bizarre, enharmonic spellings of chords, the singers frequently 
were unable to recognize what role their note played in a given chord.  For example, in 
the following chord progression (see ex. 25) E majorG minorC-sharp minorE 
minorC-sharp minorB-flat majorE major, G minorB-flat minorG minor, the 
first altos pitch is alternately the root, third or fifth, but neither the chord type nor their 
part in it are readily apparent from Rautavaara’s notation. 
 
EXAMPLE 25 Vigilia, “Litanian Stikiira,” p. 43, mm. 25 
 
 
Not only are the chords not easily identifiable, the chord progressions are unpredictable.  
In the last two measure of example 26, the first sopranos sing an E, but that pitch’s tuning 
has to alter slightly with its changing function.  Initially it is the minor third of a C-sharp 
minor chord, becoming the major third of a C major chord, an adjustment of 
approximately 30 cents if we use “just intonation”.53  This is not that unusual a problem 
in choral writing, but in Vigilia the chord progressions’ lack of predictability or 
identification make the singer’s task more difficult.  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
53 Alldahl, Choral, 15–20. 
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EXAMPLE 26 Vigilia, “Hartauden Ektenia,” p. 39, mm. 8–11  
 
Finally, the actual printed score layout creates unnecessary frustrations for an 
English–speaking choir performing in Finnish.  In his original manuscript Rautavaara 
used the beaming of eighth notes in the chant sections to reflect complete words or 
natural stress divisions (see ex. 27).  In trying to provide an English singing translation 
with the Finnish, the publisher removed all the beams, leaving the eighth notes as totally 
ungrouped, individual notes (ex. 28).  I had to spend many hours re–grouping all of the 
notes in these sections, and much rehearsal time was wasted by having to re–beam the 
choral parts to reflect the textual prosody.  But this “regression” proved essential in 
allowing the choir to sing the chant as Rautavaara intended — a non–syllabic, non-
metrical, “plastic” flow of word and tone. 
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EXAMPLE 27 1971/72 Original Version, “Ylösnousemustropari,” p. 97, mm. 10–12  
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EXAMPLE 28 Vigilia, Ylösnousemustropari,” p. 137, mm. 10–12  
 
Furthermore, Rautavaara’s autograph score was written in closed score format wherever 
possible.  The new printed layout makes it more difficult for the singers to see the 
harmonies (as “reductions”) and to perceive how many parts they have to sing in a divisi 
passage.  Although the hand writing in the original is somewhat difficult to read, this 
manuscript version more clearly conveys the composer’s intentions.  
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CHAPTER 6 
CONDUCTING CHALLENGES 
 
From a technical perspective, the most difficult conducting problem in Vigilia, 
was the execution of the works numerous homophonic chant sections.  Initially, using 
chironomy seemed like the most useful approach to indicating arsis and thesis within the 
musical line.  However, the linguistic challenges of singing in Finnish were not well 
served by this less structured approach (although I suspect if I were conducting an 
English performance in the future, I would attempt this method again).  Ultimately, I 
decided to convey the flexibility of chironomy within the more traditional beat patterns.  
Due to the sub-division of measures according to natural text stresses (into quarter or 
dotted quarter groupings), almost every measure changes “beat pattern”.  Seventy 
minutes of this constant fluctuation required some sort of consistent method of symbols 
that allows the conductor to keep his eyes out of the score as much as possible.  Dr. Dale 
J. Lonis’ system of icons (fig. 13) was incredibly useful in this regard, allowing me to 
conduct the performance with mere glances at the score, even though the quantity of 
nearly every measure changes. 
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FIGURE 13 Selected Resources for Wind Conductors, p. 46     
 
The first page of Irmos #8 is the perfect example of this type of constant metric 
shift (ex. 29). 
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EXAMPLE 29 Vigilia, “8. Irmossi – marked conductor’s score,” p. 113, mm. 1–8 
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Having pointed out the technical challenges of this work, it needs to be said that 
“It was worth it!” This is music of the highest musical craftsmanship.  Even after years of 
study and preparation on the author’s part, the work remains dynamic, exciting and 
continues to stimulate new ideas.  Similarly, the choir was sorry to see the project end.  In 
fact, they are hoping to revive it within the year, for a small tour.  Vigilia is very 
satisfying to sing despite numerous challenges it presents.   
But, the strongest argument for future performances of this work was the strong 
and positive reaction of the audience.  In order to give a context for the performance and 
to direct the audience’s listening, I gave a fifteen–minute pre-performance talk, briefly 
introducing Rautavaara and the genesis of Vigilia.  I described the Valamo monastery 
visit, the effect on the composer of seeing “Ivan the Terrible” and offered some ideas on 
listening the roles that color and texture played.  I have rarely been part of a concert in 
which the audience was so single-mindedly focused and engaged.  The electricity in the 
room was palpable, and positive post-concert reactions were stronger for this concert than 
any other I have conducted.  
It is my belief that music is great if, at some moment, the listener catches 
‘a glimpse of eternity through the window of time’; if the experience is one which 
Arthur Koestler might call “the oceanic feeling”. This, to my mind, is the only 
true justification for all art.  All else is of secondary importance.54 
 
This statement by Rautavaara describes exactly how I believe the listener heard the 
concert –“a glimpse of eternity”.   
For conductors who feel that the amount of Finnish text required by Vigilia poses 
an insurmountable challenge to the capabilities of their choir, performing the work in 
English is an option worth considering.  The quality of the English translation given in 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
54 Aho, Avant-garde, 6. 
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the 1996 Concert Version may make performance possible even though the poly-metric 
chant-based style based almost entirely on the natural stress seem to preclude any hope of 
performance. If a director is careful to follow the natural text stresses rather than being 
ruled by the bar-line (a caveat that also applies to performing in Finnish), the translation 
is faithful to the original text and comes across naturally.  In either case, the demands of 
the musical style require re-grouping “beats” somewhat and, at times, “moving” bar-
lines; but these operations are necessary if the free chant style is to communicate with the 
listener. Sections that are more rhythmically driven generally have translations in which 
the English text stress falls more naturally within the prescribed meters.  However, 
English performance would lose the lilting qualities of Finnish – the double consonants 
and double vowels are among the works chief charms. 
Another possibility would be to perform only the Vespers or the Matins, as both 
stand on their own structurally.  They each begin with a call to worship by the tenor 
soloist, and both sections end with the identical Loppusiunaus (Final Blessing).  In fact, 
the North-American premiere in Minneapolis in 1999, which Rautavaara attended, 
consisted only of the Vespers.  Of the two parts, this is the easier and more attractive 
option for the choir, offering more variety of texture and technique as well.  An option I 
intend to explore in the future is the performance of the movements of the Vespers within 
a “real” Orthodox verspers setting; only then can the audience and singers alike 
experience the full glory of the clergy, censer, bells, candles and icons – with all of their 
senses. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
A project of this magnitude and scope allows for the student to not only perform a 
work of immense stature, but to delve into supporting research above and beyond average 
concert preparation.  I was able to travel to Helsinki and experience Finnish culture and 
language, meeting many new people willing to support my research; Einojuhani 
Rautavaara and his wife Sini, Jaako Mäntyjärvi, Tarja von Creutlein, and representatives 
of Finnish Music Publishers and music associations.  The synthesis of disparate strands of 
study becoming focused through Rautavaara’s Vigilia has given me experience and 
knowledge that I will be able to call upon for the length of my career. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
GLOSSARY OF ORTHODOX TERMS55 
 
Antiphon – a short verse from the scriptures, especially the psalms.  
 
Canon – an extended poetic form consisting of nine odes, the texts of which are 
traditional Biblical canticles (sung during Matins): 
 
1.  – Exodus 15:1-19, 21 
2.  – Deuteronomy 32:1-4356 
3.  – I Samuel 2:1-10 
4.  – Habakkuk 3:1-19 
5.  – Isaiah 26:9-19 
6.  – Jonah 2:1-9 
7.  – Daniel 26-51a 
8.  – Daniel 3:51b-88 
9.  – Luke 1:46-55 or 63-79 
 
Deacon – assistant to the priest, he leads the congregation in prayers. 
 
Ekteniya – a petition intoned by the Deacon, to which the choir or congregation responds 
“Lord have mercy” (“Herra armahda”). 
 
Irmos (pl. irmoi) – the initial verse of each ode in the Canon. 
 
Íson – a sung drone.  
 
Katabasia – the set of variable liturgical texts that concludes a given ode or group of odes 
within the Canon. 
 
Kathisma – a division of the Psalter, a book of liturgical psalms/hymns.  
Litany – a series of prayers, led by the Deacon, to which there is a fixed congregational 
response.  
 
Prokeimenon – a short verse from Psalms sung before Scriptural readings and related to 
the content of the particular Biblical passage. 
 
Reader – the person appointed to read/chant during liturgical services. 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
55 Contents of glossary gleaned from Gardner, Orthodox., Mudri-Zubacz, meeting November 2009., 
Creutlein, meeting October 2009., Litsas, Dictionary.  
56 “The second ode of the [c]anon is commonly omitted in present-day practice due to the severe and 
gloomy character of the text upon which it is based.” Gardner, Orthodox, 42. 
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Sticheron (pl. stichera) – poetry inserted between the verses of the psalm that varies in 
length and text. 
 
Troparion (pl. troparia)– a liturgical poem that summarizes the liturgical theme of a 
given feast day or service. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
VIGILIA PERFORMANCE 
 
 
Performers: 
 
 Winnipeg Soloists Choir (31 voices) 
 
 Basso Profundo: Mark Dietrich 
 Soprano: Marni Enns 
 Mezzo-soprano: Kirsten Schellenberg 
 Tenor: Byung Yoon 
 Baritone: Aran Matsuda 
 
 Conductor: Elroy Friesen 
 
 
 
Recorded live in concert, November 8, 2009, at St. Mary’s Cathedral, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, by CBC.  The recording can be found on-line on CBC’s Concert On Demand 
web site. 
 
 http://www.cbc.ca/radio2/cod/concerts/20091108rauta 
 
 
